Innovation Station
338 Very Special Acres in the
True Heart of Northern Virginia

This Way
to Innovation
An extraordinary place for
an extraordinary company
Please excuse us for saying so, but we think Innovation Station is
quite special. Ideally situated in the most important growth corridor of
the Washington, D.C. region, our site is a vast expanse of distinctive,
undulating topography — 338 acres with boundless potential for a
company that specializes in changing the world. As you will see in the
pages that follow, our vision for Innovation Station is as much about
culture and preservation as it is about what can be built, and we’ve
worked hard to envision something that the employees at HQ2 would
truly embrace and respond to with their best work.

And, of course, this vision is set against the background of a region that’s
thrumming with technology talent and infrastructure, and which boasts
some of the best schools in the U.S. — not to mention an exceptional wine
country and sensational opportunities for lovers of the great outdoors.

We are honored and excited that you have come to explore it.
Thank you — and welcome!
.
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Schools Within
5 Minutes of the Site

What’s Special
About Our Location
Washington, D.C. meets Northern Virginia wine country in
a region ablaze with technology talent and infrastructure
Innovation Station straddles — and unifies — Loudoun and Fairfax, two counties that
together function as the economic growth engine not just of Northern Virginia, but of the
entire Commonwealth.
Fly into Dulles International Airport, and you’re just one exit away from our site – whose iconic
CIT building you probably saw from your window seat as you landed. AWS’ new east coast
campus is just down the Dulles Toll Road, as are nine Fortune 500 company headquarters. Plus,
70% of the world’s internet traffic passes through this region and its incomparable fiber network.
Arriving by public transit from D.C. or Dulles? The brand-new Silver Line Metro station that gives
Innovation Station its name will drop you at our doorstep. (Completion is expected in 2020.)
D.C. is a convenient Metro ride away.
Outstanding school systems — both counties’ are among the best in the country — make the
region a highly desirable place for families; Fairfax and Loudoun are on the forefront of K-12
STEM education leadership, as one would expect in a region with the nation’s densest concentration of tech talent. This region is also among the nation’s most diverse. 30% of the population
is foreign-born, international restaurants abound, and more than 180 languages are spoken in
the homes of students in the Fairfax-Loudoun community.

EDUCATION SPOTLIGHT

But it’s not all planes, trains and data centers. From the nearby foothills of the Blue Ridge
Mountains to the spectacular rapids of Great Falls Park to the famed Washington & Old
Dominion Trail, the region’s natural splendor thrills hikers, bikers, paddlers and outdoor
enthusiasts.

• Fairfax and Loudoun counties make STEM and STEAM
labs and maker spaces widely available to all students.
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• Loudoun County boasts the only three computer science
immersion elementary schools in the Commonwealth
of Virginia.

• The universities in the greater Washington, D.C. region
have more students graduating with computer science
degrees than any other metropolitan area in the United
States, with 6,258 in 2015, and an additional 2,077
in Virginia, outside the greater Washington, D.C.
metropolitan area.

• The combined population of Loudoun and Fairfax
counties is exceedingly well educated: 60.7% of those
25 and older have at least a bachelor’s degree; 28.8%
have a graduate or professional degree.

• In 2017, the Fairfax County Board of Supervisors and
the Fairfax County School Board passed a joint social
and racial equity policy, One Fairfax. Its 17 areas of
focus promote equity in education at all levels.

• The region has a wealth of top-tier universities, including
Georgetown University, George Washington University,
the University of Maryland, George Mason University and
Virginia Tech’s National Capital Region campus.

• On-site K-12 schools are eminently achievable on our site,
and given the educational track records of both counties,
they’ll be world-class.

Just to the west lies Loudoun’s blossoming wine country — a gorgeous landscape of rolling
hills, undulating vineyards and picturesque horse farms, punctuated by colonial villages,
historic inns and Civil War sites. Loudoun’s wineries command critical respect, while its
distilleries and breweries rank among Virginia’s best. With one of the finest craft beverage
communities in America — and so much natural beauty to boot — Western Loudoun feels
much like Sonoma in its early days.
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It’s enormous.

and a serene stream valley —

It’s got great curb appeal.

338 contiguous greenfield acres

and we plan to leave plenty

That striking angular tower you

easily accommodate the project’s

of it wild. The 55-acre quarry,

see from every direction and as

requirement of 8 million square

which is ready for conversion

you take off from Dulles — the

feet of office space — along with

into a 280-foot deep quarry

one that has inspired striking

thousands of apartments, 10 miles

lake and 10-acre park, offers

angular towers up and down the

of walking and biking trails, three

recreation and the potential

toll road — that’s the CIT building,

hotels, multiple retail and entertain-

for sublime escape.

at the gateway to our site.

people and dogs, two live perfor-

It’s exceptionally flexible.

It’ll be ready to occupy

mance venues, an international

There’s very little that can’t be done

sooner than you’d expect.

food emporium, a high-capacity

on our site. Would you like a dense

We’re lined up to deliver the

hydroponic farm and a great lawn

urban campus directly connected

500,000 square feet required

for open-air markets.

to Metro? Offices overlooking a

for the project’s first phase

beautiful quarry lake? Customized

within 18 months of your selection

It’s green and beautiful.

on-site housing for one third of your

of Innovation Station. Plus, the

A vast expanse of undulating

workforce? The ability to run an

CIT building will be ready to go.

topography includes virgin

awesome 10K without leaving the

forest, a lush natural swale,

property? It’s all possible here.

ment districts, numerous parks for
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dramatic boulder outcroppings

AWS CAMPUS
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CATOCTIN CREEK DISTILLERY

BIKING IN FOUNTAINHEAD REGIONAL PARK
INNOVATION STATION

What’s Special
About Our Vision

Local farmstead cheese makers will keep shop with expert butchers
of Virginia grass-fed beef, while the Loudoun goat’s milk yogurt stand
vies for popularity with the vendor selling hots dogs made from local
pasture pork. Sourcing-minded chefs will pick fresh herbs from the
on-site hydroponic farm, then take their regular delivery of local organic
vegetables at the on-site farmer’s market. And imagine all around an
air of cultural vitality and wellness.

Modern Urbanism Embedded
in a Dramatic Natural Expanse

How about a restorative walk after all that good food, wine and
cultural air? You’ll have more than 10 miles of paths and trails to
choose from — some running through the kinetic retail village, some

DULLES INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT

RESTON TOWN CENTER

There’s a natural wildness about our 338 acres that takes you

along the magnificent quarry lake, others down through the serene

somewhere else — and we would never propose to “develop” that

stream valley and along the big boulder ridge. Should your energy flag

away. Instead, we plan to energize our extraordinary landscape

on your walk home to one of thousands of on-site residences, you can

with blocks of vibrant streetscape and a healthy dose of local culture.

easily grab a lift on one of many electric shuttles buzzing continuously

Our goal is simply to bring the best of city and country together.

around Innovation Station.

Innovation Station’s vital street culture and cosmopolitan sensibility

On-site farming and electric shuttles running through a walker’s

will rival the most engaging neighborhoods in nearby Washington,

paradise reveal just a part of the vision for holistic sustainability at

D.C. Think original owner-operated restaurants from the region’s

Innovation Station. Did we mention that the 280-foot deep quarry lake

best chefs, leading-edge retail brands, indoor and outdoor live

will be an integral part of the district cooling system, supplying much

music venues, artisan coffee shops, colorful street vendors,

of its non-potable water needs? Or that the extensive expanse of

interesting boutiques, next generation co-working spaces and

preserved forest canopy will reduce the heat-island effect generated

thriving open-air markets.

by millions of feet of development (and thus enable more energyefficient infrastructure)? Did you know that the unique natural features

STONE TOWER WINERY

KAYAKERS IN GREAT FALLS PARK

Now imagine these offerings infused with the culture of the nearby

of Innovation Station, combined with state and county financial support

wine country. Local wineries, distilleries and breweries will operate

for sustainable initiatives, could allow feasibly for a carbon-neutral

rustic tasting rooms that open onto expansive lawns where patrons

campus, the first of its scale in the country?

soak in good weather and Virginia wine while dogs and kids run freely.
This is all to say that Innovation Station will be the rarest of large,
master-planned developments — one that is built for the future with
respect for nature and with a deep and authentic cultural vision.
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A Historic Partnership
Together with the Open-Rebees team, Loudoun and Fairfax

What’s Special
About Our Team

Counties have formed a unique and historic partnership with the
Commonwealth of Virginia to present a transformational opportunity
at Innovation Station.
A dedicated Business Assistance Team has been formed, including
representatives from both counties, economic development
professionals, and the development partners to create a unique and
collaborative approach to this project. We commit to this project a

Innovation Station’s Development Team is uniquely

REBEES is a Dallas-based real estate development and

streamlined and cohesive development process to include consistent

equipped to deliver a project of this magnitude as

advisory firm that engages in experiential place creation —

team members and dedicated schedules that that all parties can

envisioned, on-time and on-budget.

the development of visionary hospitality, food & beverage

agree to. Loudoun and Fairfax counties have a proven track record

and retail projects that conjure a special reality of their

of fast, efficient commercial development delivery, having brought

HINES is the co-developer of Innovation Station, along

own. Founded by Tristan Simon in 2014, Rebees possesses

almost five million square feet of office, flex and industrial space

with Open-Rebees. Founded in 1957 and widely regard-

wide-ranging experience in bricks-and-mortar concept

online in the 18 months between July 2016 and December 2017, along

ed as one of the finest office and mixed-use developers

creation, and particularly excels at developing food &

with more than 8,800 residential units.

in the world, Hines has a presence in 21 countries and

beverage programming for real estate projects with clear

a sterling track record of developing landmark projects

strategic and cultural objectives. Rebees is a partner in

The Business Assistance Team will work to ensure that the site

on-time, on-budget and to the highest standard of

several active mixed-use developments, including Inno-

planning process – including approval of any zoning change requests

quality. Hines currently has $100 billion of assets under

vation Station in Northern Virginia, Victory Park in Dallas,

– enables the project’s first phase to be delivered within 18 months

management – including Amazon’s Seattle headquarters

Texas, and The Summit at Fritz Farm in Lexington, Kentucky

of the selection of Innovation Station, and the team will remain in
place to facilitate the expansion of HQ2 over time. We are all united

and the home of the Washington Post at One Franklin
Square in Washington, D.C.

GENSLER, the master plan architect for Innovation

behind one goal: to provide an extraordinary site, a highly efficient

Station, is the leading global architecture firm for

development process, and a robust set of development capabilities.

OPEN-REBEES is a joint venture between Dallas-

pioneering mixed-use developments. With the design

based companies Open Realty Advisors and Rebees.

industry’s deepest bench of expertise, Gensler’s one-

The company was formed in 2017 to develop Innovation

firm ethos saves time, cuts costs and delivers innovation.

Station and other real estate projects with ambitious
experiential and culture-building goals. Open Realty and

NELSON BYRD WOLTZ, the internationally acclaimed

Rebees bring together decades of experience in retail

landscape architecture firm, brings to Innovation Station

real estate, restaurant and hotel development to form a

both design excellence and a profound understanding

tradecraft centered on envisioning, designing, branding,

of Northern Virginia’s regional ecology. Notable projects

programming, leasing and marketing.

include the Flight 93 Memorial in Shanksville, Pennsylvania; Memorial Park in Houston; and New York City’s

OPEN REALTY ADVISORS is a multi-faceted, Dallas-

groundbreaking Hudson Yards development.

based real estate and investment firm with uniquely
holistic expertise in retail and mixed-use development.

WSP is a multi-disciplinary engineering firm with deep

Founded by Mark Masinter in 1987, Open engages in

experience in creating sustainable solutions. As with

the development of dynamic, retail-centric real estate

Hines, WSP’s previous work with Amazon provides

projects and guides the real estate and growth strategy

a nuanced understanding of Amazon’s goals for energy-

for numerous highly-respected retail and restaurant

efficient infrastructure.

brands. Active Open development projects include
Innovation Station in Northern Virginia; Legacy West in
Plano, Texas; Music Lane in Austin, Texas and a portfolio of properties on North Henderson Avenue in Dallas.
Current clients of Open’s advisory platform include
Apple, Restoration Hardware, J. Crew, Madewell, Warby
Parker, Everlane, Cinepolis Cinemas, Outdoor Voices,
Devaliet, The Food Hall Company, Philz Coffee and

A 22-STORY OFFICE BUILDING UNDER
CONSTRUCTION IN TYSONS CORNER

About Site Visit Host
Mark Masinter
Mark Masinter is the Co-Founder and Managing
Partner of Open-Rebees, a joint venture between
Dallas-based firms Open Realty Advisors and
Rebees. Open-Rebees is the co-developer of
Innovation Station, along with the Washington,
D.C. office of Hines. Mark founded Open Realty
Advisors in 1987, and is immersed in all
dimensions of the retail real estate business.
He leads Open Realty’s investment endeavors,
development activities and new business
generation, and led Open’s growth into a
preeminent retail real estate development,
advisory and investment firm.
Contact

Open-Rebees

M · (214) 668-6240

2305 Cedar Springs

O · (214) 750-0011

Road, Suite 150

mmasinter@openra.com

Dallas, TX 75201

Front Burner Restaurant Group.
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